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Abstract:  

This article aims to investigate the concept of contemporary masculinities reflected in two of Nick Hornby’s 

novels belonging to the popular fiction genre and generally associated with the New Lad phenomenon. The 

novelty of the approach resides in the attempt to demonstrate that the protagonists of such novels carry with 

them the seeds of a transition process to the twenty-first century Postfeminist Man seeking to overcome the 

traumatic experiences of the past and to embrace the diversity and hybridity of the present. As a 

consequence, both Rob Fleming in High Fidelity and Will Freeman in About a Boy become exponents not only 

of the masculinity crisis at the turn of the new millennium, but also of a more flexible paradigm that allows 

them to acknowledge the failure of the New Lad phenomenon. When outer agents like Laura and Marcus 

shatter their defensive mechanisms, they can no longer cling to the self-ironical complacency and non- 

commitment policy of the New Lad. In other words, Rob Fleming and Will Freeman begin to reflect the image 

of the Postfeminist Free Man who is willing to accept the successive feminist waves and relearn the value of 

genuine interpersonal relationships to the detriment of a continuous obsession over the concepts of power, 

hierarchy and gender roles. 
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Introduction 

“Then” and “Now”. These are the titles Nick Hornby chooses for the two highly asymmetrical 

parts of his 1995 novel High Fidelity. The brief introductory part practically resumes Rob Fleming’s 

entire life up to the moment he meets his girlfriend, Laura. Henceforward, his transformation begins, 

giving birth to a detailed self-reflexive story that makes up the longer section of the book. An 

invisible barrier separates the old and new Rob Fleming, the supposedly perfect embodiment of the 

New Lad phenomenon of the 1980s and 1990s. Could the unbalanced two parts be a mere pretext 

for introducing some analepses necessary to explain aspects of the story belonging to the 

protagonist’s past or do they have another function as well? Should the readers confide in Rob’s 

excessively self-assured monologue ascertaining his male independence and lack of any emotional 

attachment or should they be on alert precisely because of his unconscious desire to clearly draw a 

line between “before” and “now”? Most probably, his attitude is part of a much more elaborate 

defensive mechanism. Let us not forget that the protagonist in About a Boy is also haunted by a 

permanent necessity to provide an answer to the ever-pending question: “How cool was Will 

Freeman?” (Hornby 5). Both Rob and Will share the same type of social and personal defiance 

“jettisoning the responsibilities of patriarchy while maintaining its privileges” (Genz and Brabon 

142). What follows will explore the multi-layered implications of the New Lad masculinity reflected 

in two of Nick Hornby’s earlier novels focusing on the reasons beyond its emergence and 

development and its ultimate failure.  

Such a reading proposes a more nuanced and, hopefully, more balanced approach to 

contemporary masculinities showing how the New Lad was born as a reaction against the New Man 

and, to a lesser degree, the Metrosexual. Since it would have been impossible for the New Lad to 

have a very long life, his mission seems to be foreshadowing the image and personality of the 

Postfeminist Man. From this perspective, Rob Fleming in High Fidelity and Will Freeman in About a 

Boy become representatives of a transition process generated by the successive waves of feminist 
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movements, in a perpetual struggle to define and distinguish among various gender roles, be them 

normatively ascribed or willingly assumed.  

Chronologically speaking, the figure of the New Man emerged as a response to the equality 

demands of the first wave feminists and the consciousness-raising, identity and gender hierarchy 

issues brought forth by the second feminist wave. Accordingly, this new prototype addressed the 

main problems raised by the two feminist movements impersonating “the perceived possibility of 

retaining ‘masculine’ strength and sexual desirability, while also cultivating a ‘sensitive’, ‘caring’ and 

‘emotional’ side” (Gamble 259). At the same time altering and reaffirming the traditional images of 

men and masculinity, such a New Man borrowed a number of ostensibly long-expected 

characteristics: “The New Man has been described conflictingly as pro-feminist, narcissistic, anti-

sexist, self-absorbed and sexually ambivalent” (Genz and Brabon 137). In a way, the New Man 

justifies the existence of the postfeminist movement, frequently acknowledged as a backlash 

reaction against the ground gained by the second wave feminism, which is ironically criticized and 

whose passionate desiderata are no longer fashionable or worthy of any serious consideration. On 

the other hand, the same postfeminist movement paradoxically brings along a pre-feminist 

regression overshadowing the authentic achievements of the feminist waves and justifying the 

exaggerations of the New Lad who “was consciously immature and anti-intellectual, preferring a 

lifestyle of drinking, casual sex, and ‘masculine’ leisure pursuits—particularly football and violence” 

(Knowles 569).  

Forms of manifestation of a masculinity crisis, the New Man and the New Lad coexisted for a 

period of time in the 1990s and became exponents of mass-media enthusiasm craving for 

sensational, clear-cut, yet restrictive and ephemeral models. As the ideal reader of magazines like 

GQ and Esquire in the late 1980s, the seemingly progressive New Man was directly challenged by the 

New Lad, a reader of the Loaded magazine of the early 1990s: “With new magazines aimed at 

heterosexual men adopting a laddish tone and addressing ‘readers as mates’ (Gill 2004), chat and 

quiz show hosts making laddish jokes and TV sitcoms featuring older men ‘behaving badly’, not only 

was laddism milked for entertainment but middle-class and middle-aged men were made (potential) 

lads” (Flood et al. 358). Although a media construct, the figure of the reactionary self-reflexive and 

ironical New Lad emerged due to a genuine masculinity crisis and social instability and penetrated 

the field of popular fiction, bringing the discourse of ordinary heterosexual middle-class white men 

into the limelight and contributing to the popularity of the so-called “celebrity novelists” (English 

and Frow) such as Nick Hornby.  

LadLit has come to be associated with Nick Hornby’s name since he played a major role not only 

in the promotion of the image of the New Lad, but also in its very creation. Perhaps not a mere 

coincidence, Hornby portrayed such a character in his autobiographic study Fever Pitch in which he 

describes football as “a male obsession” characterizing “a certain kind of male experience and 

psychology” (Knowles 570). On the same wavelength, High Fidelity “was immediately seen as a 

defining text for the late-twentieth-century male and also a novel that established a new genre of 

male relationship fiction” (570). Contentious as it may seem at first sight, Knowles’ assertion 

contains the undisputable remarks that Hornby’s novel reflects a kind of masculine typology en 

vogue in the 1990s and lays the foundation for a new type of popular fiction. Whether the text is 

indeed “defining” or not for “the late-twentieth-century male” remains to be analyzed and discussed 

in the following pages; the close reading of both High Fidelity and About a Boy will explore the 

possibility that the protagonists of these two novels truly personify the masculinity crisis at the turn 

of the new millennium, but reach a degree of realism that goes beyond their inclusion in the LadLit 

type of literature.  

 
The Trajectory of the Self-Reflexive Process  

In the very first lines of High Fidelity, Rob Fleming imaginarily addresses his former girlfriend 

Laura, apparently mocking her for not being able to enter his “top five most memorable split-ups” 

(Hornby 1). Drawing a parallel between the past and the present, Rob regretfully ponders on the 
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superficiality of contemporary times in comparison with those bygone days when “unhappiness 

really meant something” (1). Such an attitude is, in fact, the expression of a masculinity crisis 

generating an inevitable nostalgia for the kind of stability the gender distinctions at least created the 

illusion to offer: “ladlit protagonists often look to the lives and attitudes of the previous generation 

of men and reflect longingly on their father’s secure sense of identity” (Whelehan 69). 

Recalling one past relationship after another, Rob becomes obsessed with the idea that all of 

them are nothing but reiterations of the same failure and the same distress he felt when he was 12-

13 years old and he saw his first girlfriend with another boy: “all my other romantic stories seem to 

be a scrambled version of that first one” (Hornby, High Fidelity 6). While describing his second failed 

relationship, Rob makes a very interesting remark regarding the way in which men are perceived and 

portrayed by women in some of their magazines: “men—those little boys ten or twenty or thirty 

years on” (8). This statement becomes relevant for a sort of refuge the New Lad seeks in a perpetual 

adolescence, in a continuous denial of adulthood; for this reason, in Ladlit, “masculinity comes to be 

defined as a lack, a refusal to grow up, accept responsibility or self-determinism” (Whelehan 69). 

The fact that Rob is capable to self-reflexively and sometimes bitterly and ironically examine the 

attitude of the so-called New Lads gradually places him on a different level; it is as if he is on the way 

of more or less consciously acquiring some of the characteristics of the Postfeminist Man who “is 

more self-aware, displaying anxiety and concern for his identity while re-embracing patriarchal 

responsibilities which the ‘new lad’ defiantly threw off” (Genz and Brabon 143). Besides, the text is 

scattered with Rob’s statements looking back on the history of gender relationships: “Women who 

disapprove of men—and there’s plenty to disapprove of—should remember how we started out, 

and how far we have had to travel” (Hornby, High Fidelity 10). Once again, he seems to be pleading 

for a reconsideration of the femininity-masculinity patterns and perhaps an adaptation to the 

heterogeneous demands of the current society. 

Tackling the problem of his fear of commitment and lack of emotional stability as objectively and 

realistically as possible, Rob Fleming tracks down the origins of this problem up to his splitting up 

with the first woman he was truly in love with and his incapacity to deal with the situation; the 

immediate consequence was the fact that he dropped out of college and started working in a record 

shop, later on buying his own shop and building up a life around it. He openly admits and accepts he 

is an ordinary man: “What am I? Average. A middleweight. Not the brightest bloke in the world, but 

certainly not the dimmest” (Hornby, High Fidelity 21). From the point of view of a Postfeminist Man, 

he keeps struggling to reach some balance; therefore, he can be imagined “as a chameleon figure 

still negotiating the ongoing impact of feminism on his identity” (Genz and Brabon 143). With this 

idea in the foreground, we can understand one of his preliminary remarks in the novel: “I can see 

what feminists are on about, most of the time, but not the radical ones” (Hornby, High Fidelity 21). 

Apart from the brief introduction, High Fidelity is actually Rob’s account of his relationship with 

and separation from Laura, his current girlfriend. The question that arises is whether we should 

listen to Rob’s warning at the beginning that this relationship was no different from the others or on 

the contrary, we should see it as an indication of Rob’s transformation, as a new step in the direction 

of a new type of masculinity since the old one proved to be such a disappointment both at a 

personal and social level. 

As the readers plunge into the details of Rob’s day-to-day existence, they inevitably become 

aware of his so-called “dysfunctional relationship with his closest friends with whom he shares little 

of importance, tending to channel social interaction through shared love of music or football and 

through mutual insults” (Whelehan 69). His 31-year-old friend Dick seems to have completely 

withdrawn in a world of illusions, any exterior intrusion being acutely felt as an abusive invasion of 

his privacy: “in fact, —if I were ever to confess anything of a remotely personal nature— that I had a 

mother and father, say, or that I’d been to school when I was younger— I reckon he’d just blush, and 

stammer, and ask if I’d heard the new Lemonheads album” (Hornby, High Fidelity 32). He suffers of a 

sort of a self-assumed autism helping him to maintain his apparent freedom and deepening his 

emotional detachment. By comparison, Rob’s other friend, 33-year-old Barry is emotionally crippled 
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too, but he conceals the emptiness in his life by rampantly pretending he is full of joie de vivre and 

giving vent to a ceaseless sterile peroration on paraphernalia: “He talks relentlessly, and more or less 

everything he says is gibberish . . . his conversation is simply enumeration: if he has seen a good film, 

he will not describe the plot, or how it made him feel, but where it ranks in his best-of-year list, his 

best-of-all time list, his best-of-decade list—he thinks and talks in tens and fives, and as a 

consequence Dick and I do too” (34). Their obsession to classify things and even personal 

relationships is another symptom of their emotional imbalance and their more or less conscious 

search of stability and coherence. 

As an inherent part of the patriarchal system, marriage would be the natural outcome of a 

mature relationship; yet, this does not happen with the New Lads who seem incapable of any steady 

commitment as Rob’s mother gloomily reproaches him: “I don’t know what does happen now. Apart 

from you meet someone, you move in together, she goes. You meet someone, you move in 

together, she goes” (41). She rightfully refers to an endless chain of sentimental disillusions, scarring 

and traumatizing for the belated adolescent who should have stepped into adulthood a long time 

ago. With respect to this particular aspect, the novel has been analyzed as “a tale of concluding an 

extended period of postadolescence”, “a type of Buildungsroman” (Hurley 123). If at the start of the 

novel Rob remembers his ex-girlfriend Charlie as an ideal woman, in the course of the novel he 

contacts her again and his entire perception changes to the extent that he himself wonders: “How 

had I managed to edit all this out in the intervening years?” (Hornby, High Fidelity 152). The message 

this “shift in metalanguage” sends is that “despite himself, Rob has grown up and is no longer as 

easily impressed as he used to be” (Hodson 157). The maturing process itself takes time and the 

readers will follow Rob frantically, attempting to hold on to his New Lad status; for example, he 

keeps arranging and rearranging his record collection, such an activity being transposed into “a 

public display of power and knowledge, serving as a form of cultural capital within the peer group” 

(Shuker 35). The collecting need appears in times of great stress and “provides a private refuge from 

the wider world and the immediate domestic environment” (188). Viewed on a larger scale, Rob’s 

keen efforts of reorganizing his record collection “serve as a substitute for more grandiose and 

heroic feats of symbolic meaning-making”, temporarily deferring “the impending trauma of 

impotence and castration thrust upon him by an act of powerful female self-assertion” (Lea and 

Schoene 14). 

Rob and his friends’ alienation reflects the alienation of at least a large group, if not of an entire 

generation; recovering after his break-up with Laura, Rob goes out to a pub with Dick and Barry and 

sadly notices: “there are a lot of single men here—not single as in unmarried, but single as in no 

friends” (Hornby, High Fidelity 48). Under such circumstances, Rob—“morose and monosyllabic”, 

Dick—“nervy and shy”, and Barry “solicitously self-censoring” (48) are perhaps too harshly, yet fairly 

described as “tragic casualties of a not-yet-quite-post-patriarchal age” (Lea and Schoene 13). 

Usually ascribed to the femininity paradigm, any outward display of an interior emotional 

collapse has been disregarded and considered degrading when applicable to the masculine 

paradigm; this is the reason why Rob pretends that nothing changes for him after his separation 

from Laura, that his routines and daily life are not affected in any way. Nevertheless, it does not take 

long for him to succumb to his real feelings: “to my intense irritation and embarrassment, I’m in 

tears, and the feel-nothing world that I’ve been living in for the last few days has vanished” (Hornby, 

High Fidelity 48). The New Lad finally acknowledges that he is passing through a crisis: “I’m very 

good at the past. It’s the present I can’t understand” (66). 

Rememorating his relationship with Laura with the aim of identifying the reasons for their 

separation, Rob notices Laura’s transformation from a girl who worked for a legal aid firm, used to 

go clubbing and wear black leather motorcycle jackets to a successful lawyer paid forty-five 

thousand a year, more intense about work, wearing expensive suits and displaying “a previously 

unrevealed taste for weary sarcasm” (70). Her success poses a threat to his masculinity. In trying to 

re-assert it, Rob has an affair with somebody else while she is pregnant, thus forcing her to resort to 

abortion; furthermore, soon after these incidents, he borrows a large sum of money from her and, 
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as if all these were not enough, he tells her he is unhappy in their relationship and he is thinking of 

finding somebody else. By resorting to such a behavior, Rob rejects the idea of both financial and 

emotional dependence, openly defying the achievements of any previous feminist movement 

fighting for equal rights and treatment. The interesting aspect is that he chooses to pose as a victim 

for a long time until the readers discover that he is, in fact, the offender. Finally, roles are reversed 

with his partner becoming the oppressed element in the binary system of oppositions. Paradoxically, 

when Laura engages in a relationship of her own, he goes ballistic and starts calling her seven times 

a day harassing her with obsessive questions about her new boyfriend even if, in parallel, he sleeps 

with the folk/country singer and songwriter, Marie LaSalle. Nonetheless, sexual substitutes do not 

satisfy him anymore as he becomes aware of the fact that he and his friends did not manage to 

adapt to the reality of their times: “we got to adolescence and just stopped dead; we drew up the 

map then and left the boundaries exactly as they were” (Hornby, High Fidelity 117). Although this 

may be true, the positive thing is that his experiences blazed the path to a new type of masculinity 

that would adjust to contemporary demands: “I feel like a new man, although not very much like a 

New Man” (87). 

Rob’s journey into the past starts from the necessity of adding some meaning to his relationships 

with the girls and women on his top five list of major split-ups; it ultimately has a recuperatory effect 

and contributes to his re-evaluation of both the past and the present: Alison has moved to Australia 

where she works as a nurse, is married and has two daughters; Penny is a BBC radio journalist with 

whom he goes out once and who blames him for having pressured her into having a sexual 

relationship when they were still very young; Jackie has married his friend Phil and they have two 

children and a small house and they seem perfectly happy, yet they are incredibly boring; Sarah has 

been forsaken by Tom and would not mind resuming her relationship with Rob, merely out of fear of 

remaining alone; last but not least, Charlie invites him to her place for dinner and he is put off by her 

fancy house and smart friends. The experience makes him no longer idolatrize Charlie as he used to; 

he envies her for her professional success and wishes he had not dropped out of college, but he is 

more willing to accept the current state of affairs.  

As the story unfolds, Rob’s insecurity regarding what feminism and femininity mean infiltrates his 

discourse about women. As an illustration, he thinks Laura’s friend Liz is “OK, but, you know, she’s 

one of those paranoid feminists who see evil in everything you say” (148). He rushes to include her 

in the category of radical feminists merely because she straightforwardly asks him if he hates 

women who have better jobs than him. Even if he seems to admire “women who talk back, with a 

mind of their own, women with snap and crackle and pop”, he still feels much more attracted to 

“women who seem to need the love of a good man” (150). Here he allows himself to be enveloped 

into the nostalgia of the patriarchal past, becoming the male savior, the protective figure of the 

husband who, according to his own words, “could rescue them”, “could redeem them” (150). Yet, he 

is conscious of the changes in contemporary society, therefore he adds: “They could make me laugh, 

and I could make them laugh” (150); this sounds much more like a real relationship moving beyond 

unilateral control and submissiveness to equality and reciprocity. 

As birthdays are generally viewed as moments of retrospection and introspection, Rob is rather 

taken aback by the idea of behaving like a mature, responsible person; he would still like to 

indefinitely postpone the moment when acts of defiance and revolt are to be tempered and turned 

into more conciliatory gestures: “What do I want to be thirty-six for now? I don’t. It’s not 

convenient. Rob Fleming’s life is frozen at the moment, and he refuses to get any older. Please retain 

all cards, cakes and presents for use on another occasion” (Hornby, High Fidelity 162). Faithful to his 

list-like categorizations, he divides people into four typologies: “happily coupled, unhappily coupled, 

single and desperate” (172), but soon realizes that he would have trouble identifying those 

belonging to each typology. In fact, he becomes more and more aware of the hybridity and diversity 

characterizing society at the turn of the new millennium. He will ultimately have to learn to show 

more flexibility and adaptability to the new conditions. Although Rob’s transformation is inevitably 
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due to take place, an unexpected and shocking event such as the death of Laura’s father acquires 

the function of a catalyzer impelling Rob to act in the right direction:  

 
Hornby brazenly uses the psychoanalytic ‘truism’ that it is a fear of mortality that makes men resist 

monogamy and domestic stability, but pushes this further to suggest that a direct confrontation with 

death might also have the reverse effect. The death of Laura’s father is the deus ex machine that 

brings them back together, and that eventually elicits from him a fumbling, unromantic proposal, 

which is appreciated, but not accepted. (Head 251) 

 

Both Rob and Laura acknowledge their mistakes; she is ready to accept Rob into her life again, 

admitting in front of him that what they have done shows that not only men, but also women pass 

through the same kind of crisis: “Little boys and girls trapped in adult bodies and forced to get on 

with it” (Hornby, High Fidelity 191). Moving back with Rob, Laura initiates some serious dialogues by 

means of which she tries to convince him to shake off his complacent attitude towards life and thus 

to build up his self-esteem: “I’m just trying to wake you up. I’m just trying to show you that you’ve 

lived half your life, but for all you’ve got to show for it you might as well be nineteen, and I’m not 

talking about money or property or furniture” (203). She is worried about what should define her as 

a human being, not merely as a woman involved in a relationship; from this perspective, she is 

talking about personal development and pursuing and fulfilling a number of goals for the future so 

that she would not have the feeling that she has wasted her life: “I just want you to see that I’m not 

entirely defined by my relationship with you. . . . I’m simply pointing out that what happens to us 

isn’t the whole story. That I continue to exist even when we’re not together” (205). By neither 

accepting nor rejecting Rob’s supposedly redemptive marriage proposal, Laura teaches him another 

lesson; she relevantly tells him: “You work something out and everything else has to fall in line” 

(242). With Laura’s help, Rob opens up a new club for people of their age—the new club somehow 

reconciles the past with the present defining a New Lad who has grown up, progressively accepting 

the inheritance of the past and learning to embrace the diversity and challenges of the present. He is 

now ready to put on the coat of the Postfeminist Man as he contentedly admits in the last sentence 

of the novel: “Tonight, for the first time ever, I can sort of see how it’s done” (245).  

 

The New Freeman (Re)Discovers What It Means to be Human  

Hornby’s novel About a Boy features two protagonists, casting doubt whether the title refers to 

12-year-old Marcus or to 36-year-old Will Freeman, who most of the time seems much more 

immature than his younger friend. Alternatively focusing upon one of the two characters, the novel 

starts abruptly, in media res, with Marcus asking his 38-year-old mother a very perceptive question: 

“Have you split up now?” (Hornby, About a Boy 1); he refers to his mother’s latest boyfriend, Roger. 

In spite of his mother’s initial denial, his assumption proves to be true. Unlike Marcus and his 

mother, Will Freeman runs his life trying to be tuned in to the answers to the questions in men’s 

magazines quizzes. Chapter 2 starts with a question that becomes emblematic for Will’s laissez-faire 

lifestyle: “How cool was Will Freeman?” (5); he is interested in being in fashion, spending a lot of 

money on trendy outfits and fancy haircuts, he has no stable relationship, he knows and owns some 

of the latest hip-hop albums, he earns more than forty thousand pounds a year without having to 

work for it, and he uses light drugs as a mere form of entertainment. As a consequence, according to 

the quizzes, he was “dry ice. . . . Sub-zero! You couldn’t get much cooler than sub-zero!” (6). 

Apparently, he leads the kind of independent life his name might seem to suggest; in truth, the 

readers may grasp the disappointment and disillusions hidden in Will’s auto-ironical remarks: “The 

twenty-year-old Will would have been surprised and perhaps disappointed to learn that he would 

reach the age of thirty-six without finding a life for himself, but the thirty-six-year-old Will wasn’t 

particularly unhappy about it; there was less clutter this way” (7). Living-off the royalties of his 

father’s one-hit Christmas song, Will is still under the domination of his parent and is utterly terrified 

of the idea of becoming a father: “Fatherhood is the great challenge to male fecklessness and 
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fatherhood is at the heart of Hornby’s second novel About a Boy (1998)” (Rennison 71). In the light 

of his fear, he will turn down his friends’ offer to be the godfather of their son; later on, willy-nilly, 

he will assume a father role for young Marcus.  

Meanwhile, he plays the part of “Will the Good Guy”, “Will the Redeemer” (Hornby, About a Boy 

20) in front of the beautiful single mother Angie (not accidently, he meets her in the Championship 

Vinyl record shop owned by Rob Fleming in High Fidelity), realizing that “children democratized 

beautiful single women” (20) who were more likely to be impressed by a man who was willing to 

accept a woman with children from a previous marriage or relationship. The next step is that he 

invents a two-year-old son called Ned and joins SPAT (Single Parents - Alone Together), a single 

parents’ group; he thinks that in this way his chances of meeting attractive women would 

considerably increase. It is due to SPAT that Will eventually meets Marcus, by means of Suzie, the 

best friend of Fiona, Marcus’s mother; the circumstances of their first meeting are memorable since 

Fiona tries to commit suicide and when Will and Suzie come to drop Marcus home they find her lying 

half dead on the sofa. This moment creates a bond between Marcus and Will and gradually changes 

both of them. As it would be expected, the experience profoundly affects Marcus for whom “this 

was the scariest thing he’d ever seen, by a million miles, and he knew the moment he walked in that 

it was something he’d have to think about forever” (58); moreover, this is the reason why he 

suddenly feels he has become “the oldest twelve-year-old in the world” (60). Reading his mother’s 

suicide letter, Marcus’s sense of insecurity amplifies to previously unknown levels. In his search for 

stability and protection, he acknowledges the importance of having a family and he starts looking for 

a surrogate of a father: “Two wasn’t enough, that was the trouble. He’d always thought that two 

was a good number, and that he’d hate to live in a family of three or four or five. But he could see 

the point of that now: if someone dropped off the edge, you weren’t left on your own” (66-7).  

Bullied by the children at school and paralyzed by the fear that his mother might attempt to 

commit suicide again, Marcus infiltrates himself into Will’s complacent existence with a candor that 

is both irresistible and extremely unsettling. Similarly with the way in which Will has invented an 

imaginary wife and son, Marcus has learnt to withdraw in a fantasy world, humming a tune and 

pretending everything is fine whenever he cannot cope with either the school or family reality. 

Although continuously denying his emotional involvement and permanently praising his non-

commitment life strategy, Will finds himself inevitably moved by Marcus’s sincerity and loneliness; 

due to Will’s influence, the boy awakes to the seriousness of his problems: “Up until now he hadn’t 

linked the days of the week in that way; each day was a bad day, but he survived by kidding himself 

that each day was somehow unconnected to the day before” (115). To his mother’s agony, Marcus’s 

most crushing argument in their debate over the necessity of Will’s presence in the boy’s life is very 

simply expressed: “Because I need a father” (122). More of an adolescent than Marcus, Will is not 

exactly the ideal father figure, but he can help the 12-year-old boy integrate among the children of 

his own age because he knows the kind of clothes they would wear and the kind of music they would 

listen to. As paradoxically as it may seem, the unreliable Will becomes a constant presence in 

Marcus’s life unlike his unstable depressive mother Fiona or his father Clive, who takes drugs in front 

of his son and who is self-indulgent enough to ignore any real problems Marcus might have.  

Fiona struggles to survive her own personal crisis that reflects a wider femininity crisis of the 

women who thought they could manage by themselves and realized that a child might need the 

presence of both parents: “You know, it’s the first thing you think of when you split up with the 

father of your son, that he is going to need a man around and so on. And then good feminist 

common sense takes over. But ever since Marcus has been old enough to understand we’ve talked 

about it, and every time he’s assured me that it doesn’t matter. And then yesterday it came right out 

of the blue . . .” (130). 

Giving preeminence to her psychological drama over her child’s emotional problems, Fiona 

contributes to Marcus’s alienation by behaving with him as if he were an adult and thus making him 

incapable of making friends of his own age. If Fiona unconsciously seeks to transform Marcus into 
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the kind of male companion she longs for and later assumes the boy might miss a father figure in his 

life, Will is much closer to the truth when he gradually internalizes the idea that:  

 

Marcus needed help to be a kid, not an adult. And, unhappily for Will, that was exactly the kind of 

assistance he was qualified to provide. He wasn’t able to tell Marcus how to grow up, or how to cope 

with a suicidal mother, or anything like that, but he could certainly tell him that Kurt Cobain didn’t 

play for Manchester United, and for a twelve-year-old boy attending a comprehensive school at the 

end of 1993, that was maybe the most important information at all. (147) 

 

Deluding himself into thinking that he is better in the cocoon he has so carefully weaved in order 

to protect him of any outer influence, Will suddenly loses control when it comes to his relationship 

with Marcus; he sees his life through the eyes of the 12-year-old boy and he does not like what he 

sees. Consequently, he allows Marcus to invade his privacy and he becomes more and more 

attached to the boy and even to Fiona for whom (to his surprise) he feels no sexual desire, but pity 

and sometimes anger because of the way she behaves with Marcus. The most important thing Will 

manages to learn is that isolation and reckless defiance of any type of norm or constraint do not 

represent an answer to the imperative overwhelming demands characterizing society at the end of 

the twentieth century. Circumstances have changed and the concept of nuclear traditional family 

has changed too; indeed, the narrator highlights this idea when he mentions the fact that Will 

“would spend Christmas in the bosom of a family—not his family, because he didn’t have one, but a 

family” (156). The Christmas party reunites Will, Marcus, Fiona, Marcus’s father Clive, his girlfriend 

Lindsey, and his girlfriend’s mother; this is by no means the typical family that would be likely to 

gather around the Christmas tree, but it nevertheless reflects the heterogeneity and hybridity of the 

new social relationships. Will realizes that their common affection for Marcus allows for such a 

family reunion and the same affection makes them run to his rescue when the boy is arrested 

because of his rebellious friend Ellie: Marcus had the gift of “creating bridges wherever he went” 

and “it was kind of ironic that this strange and lonely child could somehow make all these 

connections, and yet remain so unconnected himself” (259). Paradoxically, Marcus is the only one 

who is not fooled by Will’s pretense that he is a single father at a time when all the adults around 

him believed in the truthfulness of the stratagem; however, he still bestows his total confidence on 

Will and ardently defends him in front of anybody else: “ ‘All he did was make up a kid for a couple 

of weeks. God. That’s nothing. So what? Who cares? Kids at school do worse than that every day.’ 

‘The point is, Marcus, that Will left school a long time ago. He should have grown out of making 

people up by now.’ ‘Yeah, but he’s behaved better since, hasn’t he?’ ” (170).  

The 12-year-old boy makes Will feel embarrassed and ashamed with the superficiality of the life 

he has chosen, “a life without work and care and difficulty and detail, a life without context and 

texture” (171); when he meets Rachel, “an intelligent, cultured, ambitious, beautiful, witty and 

single woman” (171-2), he panics thinking that he has nothing to offer, that the only good thing in 

his life is Marcus. As a consequence, he pretends that Marcus is his son. Since he appreciates and 

cares about Rachel, he soon confesses her the truth and to his surprise, she is not as furious as he 

expected her to be; moreover, she has understood that Will and Marcus share a special relationship: 

“You didn’t make it all up about Marcus. You’re involved, and you care, and you understand him, 

and you worry about him . . .” (210). Rachel’s words do not comfort Will too much since he is no 

longer satisfied with his lack of ambition and the emptiness of his life: “he didn’t want to be defined 

by Marcus. He wanted his own life, and his own identity; he wanted to be interesting in his own 

right” (210). 

Perhaps the same dissatisfaction and insecurity lead to Fiona’s depression and attempt to 

commit suicide; the same topic will become central to Hornby’s novel A Long Way Down featuring 

four characters who accidently meet on New Year’s Eve with the same intention of jumping off the 

top of a tower-block. It appears that not only Marcus will never forget Fiona’s image after she tried 

taking her life, but also that Will is more affected than even he is willing to admit; confronted with 
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such a serious problem, he would normally try to ignore it and move on if it were not for Marcus 

because “it wasn’t easy, floating on the surface of everything: it took skill and nerve, and when 

people told you that they were thinking of taking their own life, you could feel yourself dragged 

under with them” (Hornby, About a Boy 221). Rachel has thought about it and Will himself has 

thought about it and this explains why he is so afraid of a direct confrontation with Fiona; when it is 

finally impossible for him to avoid such a conversation between him and Marcus’s mother, he will be 

relieved to discover that all he has to do is listen to her and show some understanding and 

compassion. The most important lesson that Will learns from his friendship with Marcus is that 

growing up means accepting both the positive and negative things life has in store for you. Once you 

accept the deal, you cannot continue to be a detached passive observer: “Life was, after all, like air. 

Will could have no doubt about that any more. There seemed to be no way of keeping it out, or at a 

distance, and all he could do for the moment was live it and breathe it” (256). Even if living in the 

society of the present means being trapped in a “messy, sprawling, chaotic web” (264), Will reaches 

the conclusion that “he wouldn’t . . . mind being human on a full-time basis” (265); he “had lost his 

shell and his cool and his distance, and he felt scared and vulnerable”, but as the narrator concludes, 

you have to “lose things in order to gain other things” (278).  

 
Conclusions 

Both Rob Fleming in High Fidelity and Will Freeman in About a Boy are dynamic characters whose 

long-term apathy is finally shattered allowing them to reconsider their entire life and their 

perspective upon the world. In spite of the fact that the agents of their transformation are different, 

the conclusions they reach are similar. 

Firstly, as representatives of the New Lad phenomenon, Rob and Will have created a highly 

elaborate defensive mechanism against any exterior intrusion in the artificial environment they have 

imagined for themselves. Unfortunately or not, as any other utopian system, the protective small 

world in which they have chosen to withdraw was sooner or later expected to enter into 

disintegration. The general principle that used to govern their world was based upon emotional 

detachment and a clear policy of non-commitment and personal independence. In this way, they 

have defied social constraints and instead of following a normal evolutionary or regressive process, 

they have opted for stagnation. Rob and his friends insist upon classifying things and relationships as 

a consequence of their unconscious need to adhere to a system that would genuinely have the 

characteristics of a system and would not be a mere rejection of any idea of stability or continuity.  

Secondly, both novels narrate the story of the collapse of a self-consciously assumed lifestyle that 

is to be replaced with a hopefully more functional approach fitting the frequently overwhelming 

demands of contemporary society. The message is that there will be no ready-made miraculous 

formulas ensuring personal or professional achievements, but there should be a willingness to 

accept change and diversity. Laura in High Fidelity and Marcus in About a Boy are the outer agents 

carrying out the seed of transformation. Not accidently, Rob cannot include Laura in his memorable 

top-five list of all-time split-ups and similarly, Will acknowledges his weakness in front of the 12-

year-old Marcus with whom he strikes a more than unlikely and most unusual friendship. Escaping 

classification and generating confusion, Laura and Marcus are initially perceived as a threat and the 

characters’ first reaction is to rebel against them and to protect their environment, but once the 

doubt has been cast, the New Lads find themselves questioning the credibility of their thinking 

system and the possibility of perpetuating a sterile lifestyle.  

What is more, the beauty of the novels resides in Hornby’s ability to accurately describe the 

characteristics of the New Lad and to subtly pinpoint to the inevitable transformative process 

leading to the emergence of the Postfeminist Man. Dismissing the traditional father figure, the New 

Lad has refused to grow up for fear of ever assuming a husband or father role, yet he discovers that 

the social constructs as he once knew them are metamorphosing and hence they have acquired a 

higher degree of flexibility.  
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Last but not least, the Postfeminist Man puts aside the reticence and complacency of the New 

Lad learning to behave like an adult who has experienced the traumatic effects of the cocoon 

strategy and has opened his eyes to the hybridity and heterogeneity of the present. To sum up, the 

Free Man of the new millennium would not reject the achievements of the successive feminist 

waves, but would be more open-minded and less bothered with the concepts of power, hierarchy 

and control in favor of authentic human relationships built not only upon equality and reciprocity, 

but also upon the assumption that failure and success are both inherent outcomes of any specific 

paradigm. 
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